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2 Discover the content

There are multiple ways to discover the predelivered and custom-built 
content, depending on the setup (cloud or on-premise) and availability 
of external reporting tools. In this chapter, we focus on content that is 
the handiest while on the project and when the system is operational 
for some time. 

Let us look at the options for discovery, sorted by preference:

 f Query browser

 f External tools

Before we start using the tools, let us see how the views are typically being 
structured in a Virtual Data Model, using an example from Finance General 
Ledger (later FI GL) (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Typical structure of views and queries in embedded analytics

For the sake of coming to the same terminology, our queries are based on 
a cube (in this example, G/L Line Items cube). The cube is a central object 
that supplies information to multiple queries (standard and custom), built 
using different technologies (CDS or BW). The choices and differences are 
explained in detail in Chapter 4.
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The cube itself is a modeling object that combines a lot of underlying views 
to make a complete analytical model. In our example, these are G/L Ac-
count Line Item (transactional data) and Company Code, Cost Center, Fis-
cal Calendar, etc. (master-data) views.

It is advisable to keep Figure 2.1 bookmarked when looking at the tools de-
scribed in this chapter; it should serve as a guide map.

2.1 Query browser
Let us start with a query browser. This is a primary discovery tool for all 
customers and the only one for those using a public cloud edition of SAP 
S/4HANA. It may be utilized by on-premise customers with the potential 
downside that it will only contain queries built using a CDS technology (see 
Chapter 4 on choice of technology for queries).

Query browser allows us to cover three main tasks:

 f Search for queries

 f See a definition of a selected query

 f Preview the query data in multidimensional reporting client

It can be accessed under group Query Browser and tile Query Brow-
ser (as shown in Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Query Browser tile
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The direct link to it is: <fiori_host>/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/ui2/ushell/shells/abap/
FioriLaunchpad.html#AnalyticQuery-browse

Our starting point is, intuitively, a search. When we enter a keyword in the 
search box, the system will be queried and results will be displayed. Search 
is executed over the names of the queries as well as fields contained in the 
query. As shown in Figure 2.3, we see results sorted by relevance. Both 
standard and custom queries are displayed. Further, we may choose to 
mark one or a few queries and add them to our favorites or tag them with 
any keywords (see respective buttons in bottom-right corner in Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Query Browser search

Once a particular query is selected, we get into a definition of it, i.e., all the 
fields available are listed so we can learn the maximum level of detail for a 
selected query.
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Figure 2.4: Details of a selected query—journal entry analyzer

Last but not least, we may want to preview the data delivered by this query. 
To do so, we click the Open for Analysis button in the bottom-right corner. 

Button caption

It may be named Show content, Data preview, etc., de-
pendent on the system version being used, but it is typically 
found in the same location).

So, query browser is an ultimate starting point to begin discovering the 
analytics content in an SAP S/4HANA system. 

Some examples where Query Browser comes handy:

 f as a query catalogue

 f as a search tool for queries and fields

 f to shortlist the potentially relevant queries for more detailed review

 f to share with developers the queries that need to be potentially 
altered or copied
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Figure 2.5: Query output—journal entry analyzer

2.2 View browser

View Browser is another useful tool for diving deeper into a definition of 
the underlying modeling content, i.e., when Query Browser is not enough. 
This is a super-user tool and, therefore, may be a little too complicated 
for a basic user. Nevertheless, it is important for us to know the additional 
functionality it has to offer.

It can be accessed under group Query Design and tile View Browser 
(see Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6: View Browser tile
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